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Flexigroup toolkit: 
8. Flexigroup finance guidance 
Guidance for Area Treasurers and Coordination Team 
members 

1. Introduction 

Flexigroups are an easy way of creating a local organisation 
with its own identity within the Ramblers without going 
through the bureaucracy of setting up and maintaining a traditional Local Group. 
Financially, flexigroups operate without a bank account and with no need for accounting, 
detailed budgeting or reporting at an AGM. 

2. Funding 

Flexigroups are not entitled to Ramblers funding in the same way as a constituted 
Ramblers Group. Instead, they may claim reasonable expenses from the Area, limited to 
the amount of the ‘basic allocation’ available to constituted Groups in each financial year. 
This is advised to Areas in early summer each year. 

The current basic allocation is £95 per Group, plus 95p per member. 

 ‘New’ flexigroups are also eligible for additional reimbursement of expenditure claims up 
to a maximum of £100 in the first year only. Note that this additional funding is not normally 
available to those flexigroups which obtained some or all of their initial membership by 
transfer from a dissolving constituted Group. 
 
It is envisaged that flexigroups will be able to operate at a lower cost than constituted 
Groups due to increased use of electronic communications and reduced need for formal 
meetings. In exceptional circumstances a flexigroup may be reimbursed for expenditure 
exceeding the basic allocation, however this needs to be approved in advance by the Area 
and, where reimbursement from central office is required, by central office itself. 
  
In order to qualify for reimbursement of expenditure each year, flexigroups are required to 
inform their Area of the anticipated amount of expenditure for the coming year in advance 
of the Group budgeting deadline (currently mid July). The Area should incorporate the 
lower of this amount and the basic allocation into the Area budget. Areas may in addition 
include up to £100 of funding within their budget on a one-off basis for new flexigroups, 
provided that the flexigroup has plans to spend this additional funding. 
 
With agreement by the Area, a flexigroup may hold a modest cash float which serves to 
cover flexigroup expenditure until reimbursement by the Area. In this case, we request that 
the flexigroup and Area follow the guidance on cash floats contained in our ‘Guidance for 
Treasurers’, section FIN009 – Bookkeeping. This is available from the Treasurer page of 
our volunteering website: www.ramblers.org.uk/volunteer. 
 

Alternatively, the Area may incur costs directly on behalf of the flexigroup, provided that 
this is in agreement with the flexigroup Principal Contact. 

http://www.ramblers.org.uk/volunteer
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3. Expense claims 

Expenditure incurred on Ramblers business by members of the flexigroup co-ordination 
team should be reimbursed periodically by the Area. Please see the section below on ‘use 
of Ramblers funding’ for guidance on what may be considered as appropriate expenditure. 

The points below should be followed when completing and submitting expense claims: 

 Expenses must be agreed by the Principal Contact before they are incurred. 

 Claims must contain an appropriate level of detail to allow the reviewer to establish 

the date, supplier, nature of the expense, amount and how this has been calculated 

(if applicable). Please use the flexigroup expenses form provided in this toolkit 

(section 8). 

 Claims must be signed by the Principal Contact before submission to Area. 

 Claims must be accompanied by receipts, invoices and any other supporting 

documentation which substantiates the claim. 

 A balance should be maintained between submitting claims frequently enough to 

enable Areas to manage their cash flow, whilst avoiding making several small 

claims within a short time frame. 

 

4. Use of Ramblers funding 
The following constraints apply to the use of Ramblers funding (‘the four Cs’): 

 All expenditure  must be incurred in support of our charitable objectives (see 

section 10). 

 All expenditure should be subject to a consideration of cost effectiveness and 

affordability 

 All expenditure is subject to challenge from Area and central office 

 Self-funded activities must be cost-neutral (see ‘self-funded activities’ below) 

 
Typically, flexigroup expenditure may include: 

 cost of website hosting and any other publicity 

 basic stationery and administration costs 

 cost of producing and distributing hard copy walks programmes if used 

 other costs of running a walks programme safely: maps, first aid kits etc  

 costs associated with campaigns/casework and practical work e.g. footpath 
clearance (if applicable) 
 

5. Accounting 
Flexigroups are not required to carry out any accounting for their financial transactions - 
this responsibility falls instead to the sponsoring Area, which should: 

- include any funding provided to the flexigroup during the year within the Area 

accounts and annual return in the normal way 

- complete an ‘flexigroup return’ to summarise the flexigroup’s financial activities for 

the year 

The flexigroup return will be sent to Areas each year, or is available on request from 
areagroupfinance@ramblers.org.uk. 

mailto:areagroupfinance@ramblers.org.uk
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6. Banking 
Flexigroups may not hold bank accounts. A flexigroup may arrange with the sponsoring 
Are or alternatively a constituted Group to utilise their banking facilities where this is 
required, subject to the agreement of all parties. In this case all accounting responsibilities 
would lie with the Area or constituted Group. 

 
7. Assets 
Flexigroups may not hold funds at any time, with the possible exception of a modest cash 
float where this has been agreed with the Area. 
Any other assets purchased with Ramblers funds remain the property of the Ramblers and 
must be returned to the sponsoring Area in the event of flexigroup dissolution. 

 
8. Fundraising 
As flexigroups may not hold funds in their own name, any fundraising activities undertaken 
by a flexigroup would need to be overseen by the sponsoring Area. In this case the Area 
would need to retain, be responsible for and account for any monies obtained, ensuring in 
the usual way that the amount of cash held by the Area at any one time is minimised. With 
the agreement of all parties involved, the Area may use such monies to reimburse 
legitimate flexigroup expense claims: this is in addition to those reimbursements funded by 
the basic allocation from central office. 

 
9. Self-funded activities 
These activities (primarily coaches, socials and holidays) need to be funded privately by 
flexigroup members. Please see the ‘Essentials’ section of this toolkit for more information 
on Ramblers insurance cover for such activities. 
 
Self-funded activities must remain cost neutral – it is the responsibility of the flexigroup co-
ordination team to achieve break-even on each event and across the financial year. 

 
10. Closing comments 
We anticipate that flexigroups should experience much reduced financial administration as 
compared to constituted Groups of the Ramblers. 
 
From an Area perspective, the administration requirement is reduced due to the exemption 
of flexigroups from the usual budgeting, reserves and annual return processes. Instead, 
the Area is required to reimburse flexigroup expenditure periodically and complete an 
‘flexigroup return’ annually. Overall, the Area workload for a flexigroup may be broadly 
comparable to that for a constituted Group. 

 
Contact 
Finance Officer – Areas and Groups 
Tel 020 7339 8500, email areagroupfinance@ramblers.org.uk 
www.ramblers.org.uk/volunteer/groups 
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